Murder at
the Luau
Chapter Six: From Tiny Seeds

each plant part remain largely identical to their fresh
counterparts, while the color and texture changes as
a result of the heat. The gift of the archaeobotanist
is to tease out the changes from the structure, and
learn to identify seeds and leaves consistently again
and again once they’ve been burned into what one
of Kitty’s graduate assistants had once called “fancy

Archaeobotany relies on the ability of the scientist to identify botanical remains that are discovered
in excavations. That can mean preserved textiles, jars
of grain, or even pressed flowers. For the most part,
though, plants don’t last well over time. They molder or dessicate, and ultimately fall apart long before
they can be seen by future archaeologists. Best case
scenario for some plants is that they’re preserved
in amber or fossilized, even covered by a volcanic
eruption and their perfect outlines turned into hollow
statues of what they once were. The most common
plant remains that appear in archaeology aren’t those
that benefit from such unique circumstances; instead,
they’re the ones that were burned.
Carbonized fragments come from organic
materials that have been subjected to extreme heat.
Layman’s terms, that’s wood or fabric or plants that
got so hot they turned into charcoal. Unlike fresh
leaves and seeds, charcoal fragments last fairly well
over time, particularly if they’re in a dry environment.
While tremendously fragile, the shape and features of
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big dirt.”
Seeds of any condition vary widely; kindergarteners all across the globe learn that early
on when they cushion huge pumpkin seeds against
wet paper towels and watch them grow, taped to
the classroom windows. Those massive seeds
are much larger than the tiny raspberry seeds that
plague molars all summer long. What Kitty knew
as an archaeobotanist was that many tropical plants
tended to produce those smallest seeds, rather than
the relatively monstrous ones found in many North
American species like pumpkin or gourd.
That fact made the existence of the seed in
Kitty’s hand more mysterious--but possibly more
useful. A larger seed would be easier to identify,
and the size could even be the reason they had discovered it at all. When they had pulled it from the
dental mold medium, it had been just large enough
to get their attention; something smaller would have
either escaped notice completely or been consumed
by the heat in the fire pit. This was a lucky find, and
Kitty was very well aware that they would almost
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certainly not get another opportunity like this.
“Noelani, can I use your computer, please?”

preconceptions about the seed they’d discovered in
this victim’s mouth and start with a clean slate.

she asked the other woman.

It would have been easy for her to launch

Nodding, the pathologist indicated a work

her investigation with the assumption that this was

station on a rolling cart in the corner. It was unique

a tropical seed. Kitty knew that, she’d even thought

in that the monitor was a razor-thin screen next to

it consciously. But what she also knew was that re-

a wireless camera, which could clearly be moved

lying on a broad database would open up the possi-

to hover over various body parts for recording and

bilities, and that would make her work easier rather

analysis. If that hadn’t been enough of a giveaway

than harder.

for the use of this machine, the fact that the keyboard
was covered with a clear plastic dressing, presumably

“Is that, like, some kind of catalog?” Kitty
heard over her shoulder.

masking the gaps between the letter keys to prevent

She’d become accustomed enough to No-

various fluids from gumming them up, would have

elani’s manner that she didn’t even turn around. En-

tipped Kitty off.

tering descriptive data into the fields, she answered

Booting up the computer, Kitty navigated to
an online portal she’d used countless times previous-

in a soft voice, “Exactly. We are going to find out
where this little fella came from.”

ly: the USDA online seed identification tool. There

“Huh,” Noelani grunted.

were other sources for identifying unfamiliar botani-

There was a pause.

cal remains, but Kitty had consistently found that this

“How does that work?”

one had images of species and subspecies that she

Kitty clicked a drop-down menu to select

was unlikely to find all in one place anywhere else.

the shape of the seed under her microscope, which

While the USDA didn’t specialize in any one region

would take her search further down the flowchart

or climate, and didn’t tend to dive deeply into the tiny

of possibilities and help narrow the options that her

differences between subspecies in the way a specialty

search would return.

site may, what it did have going for it was what Kitty

“This step is about ruling things out,” she

most wanted right now: breadth. With an astonishing

explained, almost trance-like in hr concentration.

range of plant species identified and cross-referenced

“I can enter information like seed shape, surface

with images and detailed descriptions of characteris-

texture, color, size, a whole range of characteristics.

tics, the USDA site would allow Kitty to abandon any

They’re all like giant overlapping circles, and we’re
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looking for the sweet spot.”

her chair, she imperturbably unwrapped it and began

“So, like a Venn diagram but lots of circles,

to eat, her eyes closed.

not just two,” Noelani digested.

Kitty, who had been focused on the results

Kitty nodded. “Yep. I can rule out some

on the screen, looked up and around, trying to locate

pretty big plant families, just by looking at shape

Noelani. It was if she had drifted away like a ghost.

and surface, but then we’ll have to do the hard part
the old fashioned way.”

“Um….” she said, spotting the pathologist at
her desk.

“Which is what?”

Noelani held up the hand not holding the

“With our eyeballs.”

snack bar, the international gesture for “Girl, not

Kitty clicked to submit her selection and

now.”

waited a moment while the database processed.
The screen updated, and the two women

Kitty pursed her lips, and turned back to the
database.

were looking at a column of images, each accompa-

Sorting through the options was a matter of

nied to the right by a text description. The counter

human experience and intuition at this point. Nar-

at the top of the page indicated that there were 439

rowing plant families was extraordinarily useful,

results.

and the database was a godsend. Kitty had been
“Wait, how many of these are there?” No-

elani exclaimed.

an undergraduate before such a thing even existed,
where the options were to either flip through mas-

“That’s pretty good,” Kitty breathed, and her
voice was pleased.

sive publications with color photographs, or paw
through seed libraries, where samples of various

“Why is that good?” Noelani gasped. “How
can that be good?”

seeds had been preserved and glued to catalog cards
that would have to be physically searched one by

“There are millions of plant species, you

one until a match was located. It was tedious work,

know,” Kitty told her in the calm voice of a teach-

and at the time, Kitty had adored it. The tiny cards

er, “and even more subspecies. To narrow this list

smelled of old books and worn-down leather shoes,

down to just over 400? That’s great for us.”

and something about touching and holding each

Noelani’s eyebrows were raised. She turned

seed sample was grounding for her.

and walked to her desk, opened the bottom-most
drawer and pulled out a snack bar. Sitting down on
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As she grew more experienced, the sensation
of handling those seeds never stopped holding a
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magic sway over her--but even in her sentimentality

didn’t look the way it might have had it been un-

Kitty recognized that the world didn’t have countless

burned. Wheeling the cart over to her microscope

hours in which she could devote herself to canoo-

and working back and forth between the seed before

dling with seeds. She was no Victorian scholar on

her and each image, Kitty began comparing and

her landed estate, pursuing science for the sake of

eliminating possibilities one by one.

science. She was a researcher pursuing grant money-

Archaeobotany didn’t attract everyone. In

-or she had been, before the scandal that had cost her

fact, when Kitty had first been accepted to the grad-

a plum university position. Now she was the grateful

uate program at Penn State to study with MacArthur

recipient of Marcus Kelekolio’s friendship and char-

fellow Lee Newsom as her advisor, Newsom had

ity, to be honest, and on top of that, she was pursuing

called and specifically asked her, “Are you sure you

the truth in the murder of a woman who was almost

want to do this?”

certainly his wife.

Kitty was sitting in her rental duplex at the

Time was precious, because the sooner they

time, and didn’t have an answer. To be honest, her

knew what this seed was, the sooner they might find

jaw had flopped around, and if she’d known at that

the killer, and justice be served. Which, it turned out,

moment that in the future calls like this would be

Kitty was just as sentimental about as seeds.

handled on video via FaceTime, she would have

Using the database as a starting point, she’d

been eternally grateful she was born too soon. What

narrowed down the search to a range of possibilities.

do you say to the person who can not only make or

Now, using her experience and instincts, she sorted

break your graduate school dreams, but maybe your

through the options. Check boxes to the left of each

career when they ask if you really want to work

image allowed her to eliminate various candidates

with them?

from the list, and as she did so, their closely-related

Kitty had already been accepted to the pro-

cousins. She watched the number of options drop

gram. Newsom clarified, “You can still come here

from the 400s to the 300s to the 200s fairly quickly.

if you answer is no. But this is a lot of time in the

Once she had the options below 100, she

lab, a lot of detail work under the microscope. It

slowed down. The seed in front of her wasn’t fresh

isn’t excavating units most of the time, even though

out of the mother plant; it was charred and blackened,

you do have to go in the field. It’s analysis on a

and while it was physically in excellent shape, it

deadline, and the honest truth is not everyone is cut
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out for that.

back with the dental records.

“So the department would still love to have
you, you have the best test scores we’ve ever seen

Kitty stopped her work and spun the office
chair to look at him. Noelani didn’t even glance up.

and all your recommendations are off the charts. But

The island woman neatly folded the wrapper

I want to be clear: are you sure archaeobotany is what of the bar she’d been eating in half, then half again,
you really want to do?”

then once more before dusting off her lap and very

“Yes,” Kitty had finally spit out. “Absolutely.”

deliberately standing up. She walked two steps to
the waste basket, stopped, dropped the wrapper in

She hadn’t really known what she was saying.

and watched it fall. Only then did she turn, very

The words “lots of time in the lab” sound romantic

slowly, to look at the young man in the doorway

until she felt them in the back of her neck, in the

with the manila file folder in his hand.

tightness of her hamstrings, in the pale flesh of night
after day after night under fluorescent lights.
And it turned out: Kitty loved all of it. She
could lose herself for hours under those lights, peer-

Jonathan was flushed and opened his mouth
to speak just as the door behind him opened again,
hurriedly, and the boy closed his eyes as if he were
about to weep.

ing into the eyepiece of her microscope, seeking out

Marcus Kelekolio moved through the door

the tiny differences that would distinguish one seed

frame the way only a man who has been important

from another. She even loved the tiresome counting,

for most of his life can. Kitty had always known

counting, counting of same seed after same seed, over him to be patient and kind, jocular even. But in
and over into the thousands--sometimes it was less

front of her was a man who was driven and flus-

about identifying which seed and more about how

tered, who wasn’t standing on ceremony, who didn’t

many seeds appeared in a sample that mattered, like

have any patience.

when a layer of soil was excavated that indicated the

“Is it her?” he burst out.

change of seasons from spring to summer because

Kitty and Noelani looked at one another.

suddenly, millions of raspberry seeds appeared.

“Marcus…” Kitty began.

Today, there was only one seed to worry

He looked at her, imploringly. His body lan-

about, and it mattered as much to Kitty as making

guage betrayed his urgency, and his hands opened

sure summer came back again.

and closed into fists at the end of the sleeves of his

The door behind her opened. It was Jonathan,
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suit jacket. He stood rooted to the spot, his shoulder

news, I mean?”

pushing up against Jonathan as if he was unaware the

Jonathan nodded. “I...It might be my fault?”

boy was even in the room.

He said it like a question, but it was more of a

He said nothing. His eyes bored into Kitty’s

confession.

helplessly, and she got the sense that it was taking all
his effort just to hold on.

Noelani nodded again, and she looked neither
angry nor surprised.

“Marcus,” she said again, kindly.

Kitty stared. “Jonathan! Are you serious?”

The color drained from his face at her tone.

Noelani waved her off. “We are all friends on

“We don’t know for sure,” she said, careful

this island, Campbell. It’s hard not to share our pain.”

not to allow too much hope to creep into her voice.
“Dr. Campbell?” Jonathan said softly.

“There’s more, though,” Jonathan said, and
his face revealed his shame.

And with that, Kitty knew. Marcus knew.

Kitty waited.

The young man held out the envelope, and

“They know we found a clue,” he told them

Noelani quietly came forward to take it from him.

miserably.

She opened the folder inside, and flipped through a

“A clue?” Kitty asked.

single sheaf of images.

He nodded. “The seed, they know about the

Marcus Kelekolio dropped his face into his

seed.”

hands and sobbed softly.

Noelani walked over to the boy and cupped

Kitty was helpless.

his face in her hands. She was much smaller than he,

She looked at Jonathan and said only, “How

but the gesture was deeply maternal.

did he find out?”

“You were giving them hope,” she said sim-

Jonathan, whose own face was wet at this

ply.

point, said in a choked voice, “Coconut wireless.”

Jonathan dissolved into sobs.

Noelani snapped the file shut and sighed.

Kitty rolled her eyes.

“I’m so sorry, Marcus.”

“Noelani, no! You said you wanted this by the

The big man let out a soft sob.

book, and leaking information to the public is NOT

“The victim is Mrs. Kelekolio, definitively,”

by the book. It could jeopardize everything!”

Noelani said, her voice filled with warm compassion.
She looked at Jonathan. “And it’s out? The
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“But that’s not how things work on the island,
Campbell,” Noelani tried to explain.
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“You mean the island where you’re all
friends?” Kitty shot back angrily. Suddenly, she
was deeply invested in this murder, and horrified
that anything might prevent finding the killer. Compromised evidence might do just that.
“Clearly not everyone on this island IS a
friend,” she said, gesturing to Marcus. “This man
has lost his wife, and that wasn’t a friend, Noelani!”
The pathologist looked chagrined. She nodded and stepped away from Jonathan.
“We have something on our side, though,”
she told Kitty, who was amazed at this woman’s
confidence.
“Which is what?” she asked incredulously.
“You,” Noelani told her, shrugging that
slight shrug. “And unless I’ve lost my mind in the
last ten minutes, you have a secret.”
Kitty’s heart pounded as she looked at Noelani. “I have no idea what you mean.”
“Yes, you do,” Noelanie told her. “You’ve
identified that seed, haven’t you?”
Kitty let out a breath. Maui was paradise,
but it was a paradise run by the inmates at the asylum. Which would have been frightening except:
Noelani was right.
“Yes. I have. And it really might help.”
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